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Introduction

The CalibrationAdvisory Panel(CAP) iscomposed of calibrationexpertsfrom each of the
Earth Observing System (EOS) instruments,scienceinvestigation,and cross-calibrationteams.
These members come from a varietyof institutionsand backgrounds. In order to facilitatean
exchange of ideas,and assurea common basesforcommunication,itwas desirableto assemble

thislistofdefinitions.These definitionswcrc developedforuse by thevisibleand near-infrared
working group, and the thermal infraredworking group. Where necessaryor appropriate,
deviationsfrom thesefor_c insmmaents or othersensortypesare given in theindividual
calibrationplans.

The definitionscontainedin thisdocument arcderived,wherever possible,from definitions
acceptedby internationaland nationalmctrologicalcommissions includingthe United States
NationalInstituteof Standardsand Technolog_j(NIST),theInternationalBureau of Weights and
Measures (BIPM), the InternationalElcctrotechnicalCommission (IEC), the International

OrganizationforStandardization('ISO),and the InternationalOrganizationof Legal Mctrology
(OIML).

Often, the way specific terms are defined can impact procedures, delineate personnel or
programmatic responsibilities,and definethetimeframe inwhich a given measurement isto be
made. Itmay bc su_cicnt,forexample,duringverificationtesting,toperform a quickcheck-out
procedureusinglessaccuratesourcesor testingequipmentthanthatrequiredduringa calibration
test.The calibrationof an instrumentmay be conductedby differentpersonnelthanthevalidation
ofan insn'umcnt'sdataproducts.Thus,thetermsusedherearcupdatedfrom thoseintheliterature
asneeded toreflecttheusageof thisparticularremote sensingcommurfity.

Inreviewingthisdocument,itisnotedthatsubtledifferencesoftenexistbetween terms.For

example, care isused to distinguishbetween accuracy,precision,error,and uncertainty.Ifa
measurement system isused torepeatedlymeasure a constantknown source,with some defined
variationof environmentalconditions,such as the ambient temperature,the populationof the
measured (reported)valueswould have thefollowingcharacteristics:

- one minus the relativestandarddeviation(standarddeviationto mean ratio)of this
population is the precision,

- the standard deviation plus known systematic error terms compose the uncertainty,
- one minus the relative uncertainty is the accuracy,
- the difference between any parfi'cular measurement and the true value is an error.
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Where appropriate, therefore, cross-reference is made within the definitions to clarify subtle
differences in terms. w
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Definitions

accuracy' _ csti_gtcchmzacteri:dn_ the cI0seness of _imeas_ment to the true measurand. It
can be given as one minus the absolute value of relative uncertainty (negative values are set to 0),
or as a percentage after multiplication by 100. Note that while accuracy assumes reference to a
standard or knowledge of error sources, precision is a relative measure of the agreement amongst
a set of measurements. Also, with accuracy higher numbers are better, and with uncertainty lower

numbers are preferred-

calibration. The set o:Zoperations which establish, under specified conditions, the relationship
between values indicated by a measuring instrument and the corresponding known values of a
standard. For EOS sensors this typically implies the radiometric, spectral, or geometric
ch_e_/i-zafibn_i _ an inst/-umcnt as needed to understand the impact of the instnm_nt

performance on the data or the derived data Products.

'absolute calibration. The detezmination of calibration factors by comparison with a standard
whose output is known in accepted physical (SI) units.

ground calibration. The radiometric calibration of an in-orbit sensor through an intensive
field-campaign. This calibration is established via a

1) reflectance-based c,round calibration in which atmospheric and surface reflectance
characteristics are me_/sured and used to compute exo-atmospheric radiances, or

2) radiance,based _ound calibration _ Which heiicoptdr or aircraft sensors are used to map
radiances and extrapolate to the required cxo-atmospheric radiances.

in.flight calibration. The calibration of an aircraft or satellite-based sensor while in flight.
Thismay bc throughground calibrationexercises,or throughuse of an on board calibration
system.

preflight calibration. The calibration of a sensor prior to launch.

relative calibration. The determination of the correction by comparison with a standard

whose output is not necessarily known in physical units, but which is established in ratio or
as a fraction of the value of the standard.

self-calibrating. A standard of calibration based upon known physics. These may include

1) self-calibrating photodiodes, also known as quantum efficient detectors, or silicon
photodiodes of known or negligible reflectance and known internal quantum efficiency,

2) blackbody radiation simulators operating at a well defined temperature and emittance,
and

3) ¢1¢C_¢al substitution radiometers _: whidi a measured amount of electrical power used
to heat a given material is compared to the optical heating of the same material.

calibration curve. The result of a calibration; a term or set of terms by which the instrument
values are related to the corresponding known standard values. It may be expressed with
calibration coefficients, or with use of a curve. Also referred to as the radiometric transfer curve.
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ch-araCteHzation.The measuremefit of the typical behavior of instrument properties which may
affect the accuracy or quality of its response or derived data products. The results of a
characterization may or may not be direcdy used in the calibration of the instrument response, but

ma_._tiUS_o:_he_s_um_)perfo_ce (the characteriz_ propertie s _y inherently a_ect the

confidence interval. An interval about the result of a meas_ment or computation wig which
the true value is expected to lie, as determined _om an uncertainty analysis with a specified
probabi_ty.

c oss-ca!!brat,on. The process of assessing the relative accuracy and precision of response of two
or more znstruments. A cross-calibration would provide the calibration and/or correction factors
necessary to intercompare data from different instruments looking at the same target. Ideally this
would .be done by simultaneous viewing of the same working standards or target. Any variations
in envu'onmental conditions, calibration procedures, or data correction algorithms between the
instruments must be accounted for in the assessment.

data product. The final processed data se_ _sociated with the Various measured and derived

geophysical parameters which are the object of a specified investigation and referred to as a higher
level product than the measurement provided by the insa'umenL

data product validation. The process of assessing, by independent means, the uncertainty of
observables or geophysical parameters derived from sensor output. Accurate calibration, data
transmission, and processing algorithms are prerequisite to data Validation. Data _uct
validation can further be divided into correlative measurements or data product verifications.

correlative measurements. _ Spatially and temporally Coincident measurement of the

_ete.rs deduced .froma_givensensor, m_de with independent surface, aircrah, or separate
-o mt msmanentauon. These acUvities require coordination with other ground stations,

EOS validation teams, concurrent intensive field campaigns, or long-term monitoringstations.

data product verification. Perform product validation analyses by simulation, checks with
physical bounds, or serf-consistency analyses. Comparisons with routine data products from
other in-orbit sensors, or utilization of existing data bases for trend analyses are included.

drift. The slow variation with time of a metrological characteristic of an instrument.

engineering units. A set of defined units commordy used by an engineer in a specific field to
express a measurand.

environmental variables. Variable physical properties in the environment of the instrument or
target (such as temperature, particulate and electromagnetic radiation, vacuum, and vibration)
w_ch may effect the result of a measurement. Note the sensor does not measure an environmental
variable; itmeasures an observable.

error.The differencebetween a reportedvalueand itstruevalue.

relativeerror.The absoluteerrorofmeasurement dividedby thetruevalueofthemeasurand,

random error.A component of theerrorof measurement which,in thecourseof a number

ofmeasurements of thes.amcmcasurand,variesinan unpredictableway. Itisnotpossibleto
correctforranoom error,outitsmagnitude may be determinedby theapplicationof statistical
procedures.
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systematic error. A component of the error of measurement which, in the course of a number
of measurements of the same measurand, remains constant or varies in a_._s.ystemafi.c

predictableway. Systematicerrorsand theircausesmay be known orunknown. This erroris
also referred to as "bias error".

functionaltest.A:teStthat demons_tes ago/no go conditionwith respectto a functional

reXlUirement,

geometric calibratior.The characterizationof the correlationbetween the actualgeometric
propertiesof the observed targetand the output of the measuring insmanent. Includessuch
parametersas fields-of-view,registration,and pointingknowledge.

gedph_'s|_ii)arameters. Those variablesof theEarth'senvironment,includingaspectsof the
land and water surfaces,atmosphereand space,which arcused to describetheenvironment and
geophysicalprocesses.Geophysical parametersmay be directlyobservableor deduced from
sensoroutputasa higherlevelproduct.

hysteresis.The propcrty.ofan.instrumentwhereby itsresponsetoa givenstimulusdepends on the
sequence of preceding snmuh. In photodetectors,hysteresisrefersto the retentionof signalin
detectorsthathave alreadybeen readinan amount proportionaltotheinput.

integrator verification tests. Verification tests conducted at the integrator facility.

comprehensive test. The full complement of verification tests performed at the inm'umcntor
facility at the conclusion of the environmental test phase.

bench'acceptance test. A subset of the comprehensive tests, performed before and after

shipment of inswament to the integrator.

functional test. A subset of the comprehensive tests, performed before, during, and after
environmental exposure tests to verify that the payload has not degraded. ExternaUy mounted
sourcesand simpletargetswillbe utilized.

operability test. A subset of the functional tests used to provide traceability of the insmanent
performance through PMP (Payload Mounting Plate) integration, observatory integration, and
shipment to the launch site. No externally mounted targets will be used.

aliveness test. A subset of the operability tests used to monitor the housekeeping command
and telemetry data. No science or engineering data are acquired. The test is done before and
aftershipmenttothelaunchsite. o

intensive field campaign. A limited period of rime in which in-situ measurements are madc in
support of a remote sensing program. These measurements may be used to provide a sensor
calibration, or validate observables or derived dam products. An intensive field campaign differs
from a long-term monitoring program in that the latter provides an on-going activity in which
instrumentation and personnel are dedicated to the in-situ measurements task. See ground
calibration.

long-term monitoring program. An on-going in-situ measurements program which is typically
at a fixed site using dedicated personnel. These measurements may be used to provide a sensor
calibration, or validate observables or derived data products. This contrasts to an intensive field
campaign in which equipment and personnel are brought to a test site where they remain until the
experiment objectives have been accomplished, or until allotted funds or time are depleted.



measurement assurance p_ram (MAP). A program applying specified (quality) principles to
a measurement process. A MAP establishes and maintains a system of procedures intended to
yield calibrations and measurements with verified limits of unce_ainty based on feedback of
achieved calibration of measurement results. Achieved results are Observed systematically and
used to eLiminat_ sources of unaccep/abl¢ unccminty.

model.

mathematical model. A mathematical description of a (sensor) system relating inputs to
outputs. For EOS, may be implemented in a variety of ways but must be of sufficient de_ to
provide inputs to system analysis studies such as performance pr_ction, uncertainty (or
error) modeling, and isolation of failure or degradation mechanisms, or environmental
limitations.

error model. A mathematical-model of the measurement chain in which all potential error

sources are identified, quantified, and combined such that a meani_,gfal eS_ of
measurement uncertainty can be determined. ?:_ _7 ..........

model validity. Our expectation of the accuracy of assumptions used to develop a
mathematical model for a given system. +_: _

observables. The fundamental physical quanti_ or quantifies that a sensor can measure, such as
temperature which through a process of calibration can be related to a Geophysical p_eter'
Observables can usually be measured by processes traceable to physical standards.

,- pointing. ,,

absolute pointing knowledge. The total angle between the actual pointing direction and the
reconstructed pointing direction. The reconstructed pointing direction is obtained after the
fact by processing "best fit" ephemeris and attitude determination data, sensor data, and
instrument image data.

bore.sight angle. The deviation in to_ angle between the actual pointing direction of an
instrument and some refeTerl_.

pointing control (absolute placement). The total angle between the actual pointing direction
and the desired pointing direction

pointing stability. The variation of the total angle between the actual pointing direction and
the desired pointing direction over some time interval,

predsion. The consistency of measurements made with the same sensor, as determined through a
statistical study. The confidence with which a measurement can be repeated with a given sensor
under controlled conditions, or the confidence that two different sensors or techniques can yield a
reSulL

absolute precision. Magnitude of the uncertainty in the result in the same units as the result.

relative precision. Magnitude of the uncertainty in terms of a fraction of the value of the
result.

registration. The accurate geometric matching or superposition of two or more measurements of
the same object
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repeatability. The ability of an instrument to give under specific conditions of use, closely similar
responses for repeated applications of the same stimulus. Measurements are carried out over
changing conditions such as:

..... The method of measurement,
The measuring ins_ent, _ =
The condition of us,

The observer,
The location,
The time.

Examples are measure Jaents made over long time periods, or where excursions of ambient
conditions have occurr'A. This conn'asts to precision Where a comparison of measurements is
made under constant conditions.

resolution[ A quantitative expression of the ability of an instrument to distiiaguisiameaningfully
between the smallest detectable values of the input quantity measured. Generally defined by the

Rayleigh Criterion in optical systemsfor angular response. For radioraetric observables, this may
be set by the digitization size (1 DN).

response time. The time interval in which a sensor increases from 10% to 90% ofits final output
value, in response to a stimulus which has undergone a specified abrupt change.

rise time. The interval in which a sensor increases to l-l/e, or 63%, of its final output value.

fall time. The interval in which a sensor decreases to l/e, or 37%, of its initial output value.

settling time, The time interval it takes an instrument to reach and remain within specified
limitsof itsfinalvalue.

.ID

responsivity.The change intheresponseofa measuringinstrumentdividedby thecorresponding
change inthestimulus.Sometimes referredtoas sensitivity.

sampling interval,The sizeof thesamplesused tomeasure something;i.e.inimaging,sampling
referstopixelsize.In spectroscopy,Samplingreferstothespectralseparationbetween thecenters
of adjacentsamples.

sensor. A devicethatrespondstoeithertheabsolutevalueorchange ina physicalstimulus(heat,

light,sound,magnetism, pressure,or particularmotion) and produces a correspondingsignal.A
sensorcan be an entireinstrumentor thepartof itthatmeasures a phenomenon.

spectral calibration.

band-to-band calibration.The determinationofvariationinradiometricresponsefrom one

spectralchannelrelativetoanotherspectralchannel.

center wavelength. The wavelength that represents the bandpass of a sensor or sensor
channel. It can be defined as the wavelength at the centroid of the instrument's response, the
midvalue of thespectralbandpass,orpeak value.

spectral sampling interval. The distance in wavelength or wavenumber between the center
wavelength/wavenumber of adjacent spectra] channels.

spectral bandwidth. The range of spectral input to which a channel of a sensor p.roduces output
at acceptable levels of sensitivity. Can be calculated as the full width at half maxamum response
for a channel, or by alternative descriptions such as those based on moments analyses.
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stability. The ability of aninstrumenfto m_fi _cons--t_tffa&ro_loglcalcl-/_tc/.iSfi_c-s_G_enerally
a measure of variation in response to a known, stable standar&

short,term stability. Stability as measmed over a short _¢ interval. This may be over a
period of a shorter than a seconds to one orbital revolution, or may be over a single instrument
measurement cycle (single image frame, line time, etc.)

iniermed_ate stability. Stability as measur_ over an intermediate time interval. As may
be on the order of several revo!utionsto _ orbital repeat period (few weeks).

long-term stability. Stability as m_ured ov_ a long time interval. This may be, for
example, fi'om several orbital'repeat _riods, to the lifetime of an instrument (nominaLly 5
years).

standard deviation.

characterizingthe dispersion of the resets and given by the formuJa:
For a series of_ n m e_ements of the same measured, the parameter o

(x.- i) 2
n=l

°= 4 -i,-!

standards (physical). An accepted material, instrument, procedure, or system to be used as a
reference for establishing a unit for the meas_ement of a physical quantity.

primary standard. A standard which has the highest metrological qualities in a specified
field. It may be realized from first principles, or established by international agreemgnt.

secondary standard. A standard whose value is fixed by comparison with a primary standard

international standard. A standard recognized by an international agreement tO Serve
internationally as the basis for fixing the vflue of all other standards of the tiuantity concerned.

nationai_ndard. A standard recognized by an official national decision as the basis for
fixing the value, in a country, of all other standards0f the quantity concerned. The national
standard in a country is usually a primary st0.ndard, In the United States, National Standards

are set by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (N'IST). As a working group we
recognize that NIST is not the exclusive supplier of standards.

reference standard. A standard, generally of the highest meta'ological quality avaiiable at a
given location, from which measurements made at that location are derived. _ -

working standard. A standard which usually calibrated against a reference standard, is used
routinely to calibrate or check mateda! measures or measuring instruments.

transfer standard. A standard u se.d_as _ intermediary to compare standards, material
measures or measuring instru_ments, = : -

travelling standard. A standard, _mefimes of special construction, intended for transport
between different locations, - _.....
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traceability. The property of a result of a measurement whereby it can be related to appropriate
standards, generally international or national standards, through an unbroken chain of

comparisons.

uncertainty. An estimate characterizing the range of values within which the true value of a

measurand lies. (As compared to accuracy, here smaller numbers are better). Uncertainty

comprises, in general, many components. Some of these may be estimated on the basis of the
statistical distribution of the results of measurements made under constant and controlled

conditions (e.g. the standard deviation). Estimates of other components can only be based on

experience or other information. It can also be based upon a set of absolute measurements (made
with reference to some standard). Included with uncertainty should be some stated confidence

level (3c_, or a 99% confidence level is recommended).

r_lativ+unc+minty.Mag_tudeoftheu_cer_tyint_ ofa_tion ofthevalueofthe
+result.

units.

standard (SI) units. The coherent system of units adopted and recommended by the General
cOnference on Weights and Measures (CGPM). The SI is based on the following seven base

units:

.e..
P

Entity Term

_n_ meter m
Mass [kilogram kg

Tune second

Electric Current ampe_

Thermodynamic kelvin

Temperature

Amount of Substance mole

Luminous Intensity candela "

Symbol

sec

A

K

mol

cd
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derived (SIr)units.A unitof measurement of a quantityderivedfrom theSI system ofbase
units. Some derived units have special names and symbols:

q

W

Entity

Capacitance

Inductance

ElectricCharge

Voltage(emf)

ElectricFieldStrength

Resistance

F_quency

Energy(work,heat)

Power

Magnetic flux

Magnetic flux density

Force

Pressure

Term

farad

henry

co_omb

volt

volt/meter

ohm

watt

weber

msla

newton

newton per square

meier orpascal
=.,

Symbol

F

H

C

V

E

f2

Hz

I

W

Wb

T
ii

N

N m "_'

orPa

derived radiometric units. (MathematicalSymbol inparenthesis)

Entity

Radiant Energy (Q)

RadiantFlux (O)
1,

jo_e

watt

Term Symbol

ll

W

Radiant Flux Density
at a surface

Radiant Exitance (M)

Irradiance CE)

Radiant Intensity (I)

watt per square
meter

watt persteradian

W m "2
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Entity

Radiance 5)

Reflectance = Or/O i = (p)

Emis ;ivity-

M/J _Iblackbody --- (£)

Absorptance = Oa/Oi=(a )

Transmittance ---_t/Oi=(x)

Term

watt per steradian

and square meter

unifless

unifless

unitless

I unifless

Symbol

W sr "I m "2

•whca'C Oi,Or,Ot,Oa = incident,reflected,n'ansmitted,and absorbedfluxrespectively.

SI prefixes.Used asprefixesincombinationwiththetermsand symbols of SI unitstoform
decimalmultiplesan submultiplesofthoseunits.

v-

I

Factor Prefix [ Symbol
i

1018 " exa E

1015

1012

109

106

IO3

IO2

101

l_ta

tcra

giga

mega

kilo

hecto

deca

P

T

G

M

k

h

da

Factor Prefix Symbol

i0 '1 d

I0"2

10"3

10"6

10"9

deci

centi c
!

mini m

_cro g

nano n

10 "12 pico p

10 "15 femto f

10-]8 alto a

verification. Tests and analyses to bc performed during the design, development, assembly, and
integration phases of an instrument to assure all instrument functional requirements have been met.
Includes all sub-system and system tests done at the functional level. See integrator verification
tests.
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